Prior work on creativity support tools demonstrates how a computational semantic model of a solution space can enable interventions that substantially improve the number, quality and diversity of ideas. However, automated semantic modeling often falls short when people contribute short text snippets or sketches. Innovation platforms can employ humans to provide semantic judgments to construct a semantic model, but this relies on external workers completing a large number of tedious micro tasks. This requirement threatens both accuracy (external workers may lack expertise and context to make accurate semantic judgments) and scalability (external workers are costly). In this paper, we introduce IDEAHOUND, an ideation system that seamlessly integrates the task of defining semantic relationships among ideas into the primary task of idea generation. The system combines implicit human actions with machine learning to create a computational semantic model of the emerging solution space. The integrated nature of these judgments allows IDEAHOUND to leverage the expertise and efforts of participants who are already motivated to contribute to idea generation, overcoming the issues of scalability inherent to existing approaches. Our results show that participants were equally willing to use (and just as productive using) IDEAHOUND compared to a conventional platform that did not require organizing ideas. Our integrated crowdsourcing approach also creates a more accurate semantic model than an existing crowdsourced approach (performed by external crowds). We demonstrate how this model enables helpful creative interventions: providing diverse inspirational examples, providing similar ideas for a given idea and providing a visual overview of the solution space.
INTRODUCTION
Large creative online communities will transform the way our society innovates. Existing communities, like OpenIDEO (openideo.com), where people propose solutions to social problems, and platforms, like coUrbanize (courbanize.com), where cities gather ideas from their citizens, attract large numbers of users, many of whom contribute ideas or designs. The promise of these online communities is that participants will benefit from exposure to ideas of others and, thus inspired, will generate better ideas than they would have otherwise. In practice, however, crowd innovation challenges result in large quantities of simple, mundane and repetitive ideas [2, 22, 40] . Consequently, many organizations have come to see crowd innovation platforms more as marketing gimmicks that energize their customers or constituents, rather than real sources of innovation. Meanwhile, numerous creativity-enhancing interventions targeted at individuals and small groups exist, and many of these interventions have been demonstrated to measurably improve the creative outcomes. How might we build on these successes to improve the quality and diversity of ideas contributed on large scale collaborative ideation platforms?
Many creativity-enhancing interventions leverage corpora of relevant design examples and a computational insight into the structure of the solution space revealed by those examples. For example, Design Gallery for 3D modeling [30] and other similar systems [27, 47] help users gain a quick intuition of the solution space and facilitate recombination of disparate ideas [33] by showing them multiple diverse alternatives. ReflectionSpace [43] and Freed [32] support reflection in the design process by presenting users' designs in the context of other related artifacts. Adaptive Ideas web design tool [27] and DesignScape [37] promote broad exploration of the solution space during the divergent phase of idea generation by showing a diverse set of examples and design alternatives. They also support refinement by allowing users to explore sets of closely related ideas, all of which pursue the same general approach, but in subtly different ways [27, 37] .
All of these systems leveraged some computational representation that made it possible to tell which ideas were similar to each other and which were different. They either leveraged the fact that the design space was parameterized to begin with (e.g., 3D models in [30] ) or they used some mechanism to automatically compute descriptive features of the artifacts (e.g., [27, 47] ). On existing large scale collaborative ideation platforms, people tend to communicate their initial ideas in the form of short text snippets or sketches. Thus, no a priori parametrization of the solution space is available. Furthermore, feature discovery mechanisms such as probabilistic topic modeling [3] do not perform well with such representations [8, 11] .
Crowd-powered systems offer a possible solution: by judiciously combining human judgement and machine learning, it is possible to discover useful structure in collections of arbitrary artifacts [1, 10, 44, 48] . However, existing crowdpowered approaches have a crucial limitation on their applicability to large-scale collaborative ideation platforms: they depend on people completing a large number of tedious and repetitive micro-tasks. This requirement means platforms that seek to leverage such approaches must employ large numbers of external workers (e.g., from online labor markets such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or UpWork). This is not a desirable approach, for two main reasons. First, employing large numbers of workers is expensive, which limits the ability of these systems to scale to very large innovation platforms. Secondly, even if cost was not a concern, many online creative communities assume some amount of shared knowledge (e.g., local knowledge among contributors to a municipal participatory budgeting platform), which would not be available to workers hired outside the community. Thus, the human judgements on semantic relationships among ideas should come from the creative community itself. This paper's first study suggests that it is infeasible to expect unpaid, intrinsically-motivated participants to complete a secondary task of judging ideas of others in addition to the primary task of generating ideas. We recruited unpaid, intrinsically motivated participants to generate ideas and we then asked them to evaluate ideas generated by other members of the community (rate similarity between ideas and idea quality). When we required participants to complete these evaluation tasks, they found the tasks to be tedious and repetitive; when the completion of the tasks was voluntary, participants did not complete enough of those tasks to inform the creation of a reliable computational model.
In response to this challenge, we designed IDEAHOUND, a self-sustainable system for supporting creative ideation at scale. A crucial, novel component of IDEAHOUND is an integrated crowdsourcing approach that seamlessly integrates the potentially tedious secondary task of analyzing semantic relationships among ideas with the more intrinsicallymotivated primary task of idea generation. Our integrated approach leverages the insight that people naturally tend to spatially organize their inspirational material (including their own ideas) such that ideas and inspirations that share something in common are grouped together. IDEAHOUND thus presents users with a prominent affordance for spatially organizing their own ideas and ideas of others. IDEAHOUND continuously monitors the evolving spatial organizations created by all members of the community and creates a global model capturing relative similarities and differences among ideas. This model can help the community accomplish tasks both during idea generation (e.g., finding inspirations and gaining overview of solution space) and after idea generation (e.g., organizing ideas and selecting ideas). Figure 1 illustrates the main features of IDEAHOUND.
Our empirical studies demonstrate the viability of this approach. In Studies 2 and 3, participants implicitly defined semantic relationships among ideas by spatially organizing their own ideas and those of their peers while they were generating novel ideas. The results of these studies demonstrate that, even though participants were not explicitly asked to spatially organize ideas, they naturally did so frequently and thoughtfully enough to create an accurate computational model of the semantic relationships among ideas. The resulting model agreed with standard (and more expensive) human judgements more closely than a computational model created using a conventional outsourcing approach [44] , where a separate crowd (of equally qualified participants) completed stand-alone semantic judgment tasks. Further, participants generated as many ideas (despite doing the extra work arranging ideas) and were as satisfied with the integrated crowdsourcing interface as they were with an equivalent conventional interface that required no additional work besides submitting their own ideas and browsing the ideas of others.
We demonstrate how the resulting semantic model can be used to enable three creativity-enhancing interventions in IDEAHOUND: sampling diverse inspirational examples, exploring similar ideas, and providing a visual overview of the emerging solution space. In Study 4, we conducted a preliminary end-to-end evaluation of IDEAHOUND. The results show that people found the suggested diverse sets of ideas helpful for their idea generation. They also found that the map visualization provided them with a quick and useful overview of the evolving solution space.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. A crowdsourcing approach that integrates the potentially tedious task of evaluating creative ideas with the more exciting task of idea generation, such that contributors, who are intrinsically motivated only to contribute to idea generation, perform both tasks.
2. An end-to-end system, called IDEAHOUND, which uses crowd-contributed spatial arrangements of ideas to construct a robust model of semantic relationship among ideas. IDEAHOUND uses this model to enable three creativityenhancing interventions: sampling diverse inspirational examples, exploring similar ideas, and providing a visual overview of the emerging solution space. While similar interventions were previously used to enhance the performance of individuals and small groups, IDEAHOUND makes it possible to support creative communities of hundreds or thousands of contributors.
3. Empirical studies that demonstrate the need for and the viability of an integrated crowdsourcing approach for supporting enhanced collective ideation at scale.
RELATED WORK

Creativity Enhancing Interventions
As noted in the introduction, large-scale ideation systems typically do not live up to their promise in practice: they tend to collect large numbers of redundant and shallow ideas of variable quality [2, 22, 40] . The emerging literature on creative cognition and creativity support tools has identified a number of creativity-enhancing interventions that can significantly improve the performance of large-scale ideation systems by improving individual creativity and/or enhancing collaboration capabilities.
For example, while exposure to mundane examples may hinder creativity [19, 23] , individuals can come up with more diverse and/or creative ideas if they have access to diverse and high quality inspirational examples [6, 31, 36, 44, 45, 46] . The net effect of increasing individual creativity is that the community can converge on novel, high quality solutions more quickly than if all participants simply saw their own ideas [4] . Inspirational examples can be drawn from peers' ideas for the same problem [36, 44, 45] , or from external sources [6, 18, 27] . It is important that example sets be relatively small, because participants have limited time and cognitive resources [20, 29] . If people have to process large numbers of examples, they can resort to effort-saving but suboptimal strategies, such as merely referring to (instead of deeply building on) other ideas [20] . Further, the content of the ideas people see also matters. Prior research has found that examples are most inspirational if they are diverse [18, 44] and/or appropriate to their current context [18] . Examples can also increase creativity by supporting exploration of iterations and variations on a solution approach [7, 27, 46] , which can lead to not just higher quality [13] , but also more novel ideas [35, 41] . In contrast, poorly chosen examples can even harm ideation, by inducing distraction [36] or fixation [19, 23] .
Individuals and communities can also achieve better creative outcomes if they have access to a "map" of the solution space that shows the kinds of solutions that have been explored by the community so far and/or in prior/external efforts to solve the problem, and how they relate to each other semantically. The map's higher-level view of the solution space can enable deeper insights into the solution space [14, 30, 47] , and the abstract solution "schemas" that might describe clusters of related ideas [54] ). These deeper insights have been shown to facilitate more effective recombination of ideas than with raw example ideas [28, 54] . These maps can also improve iteration on ideas by enabling people to discover and explore many closely related solution alternatives [9, 17, 27, 38] .
At the community level, maps have also been shown to help the community keep track of their exploration of the solution space [33, 34] . The map can give participants an overall sense of what ideas have already been conceived, what "gaps" might exist, and where to focus their efforts. Participants can then make the best use of their limited time to make contributions that are most valuable to the community, avoiding redundant effort. This coordination benefit is supported by simulation studies [51, 53] , as well as an empirical study of collaborative ideation on programming problems [4] . These maps greatly reduce the costs of manual coordination across collaborators, which can be extremely high in largescale collaboration systems [21] . However, these benefits have heretofore largely been realized in systems that engaged a small number of dedicated leaders to manually construct such maps.
The common thread behind these interventions is that they depend on having access to both a large corpus of solutions (whether generated externally or by peers in the same community) and a semantic model that specifies the structure of the solution space (e.g., how solutions relate to each other).
Uncovering Semantic Relationships In Large Corpora
Some automated mechanisms that extract information about the emerging solution space from a collection of ideas exist for domains where ideation artifacts are created with welldefined structures, such as webpages or geometric shapes in 3D modeling [14, 27, 30, 47] . In contrast, our aim is to improve systems that address a wide variety of problems, where ideation inputs are most commonly in the form of unstructured short text snippets or sketches. Fully automated topic analysis approaches exist for analyzing large collections of unstructured text [3] . However, these approaches often miss key nuances in the data [8, 11] , and struggle with short text snippets. They also cannot handle unstructured sketches without some initial segmentation of sketches into reasonable "units" (analogous to words in topic modeling of texts).
A promising alternative leverages human computation, whether exclusively or in a hybrid system with machine intelligence [1, 10, 44] . Human computation approaches have been successfully applied to organize artifacts in various domains such as 3D modeling [9, 47] , graphic designs [37, 38] and music composition [17] . These approaches all require considerable number of inputs from humans to discover the design space of ideas; some of these inputs are extracted from users' interactions with the system [17, 47] , but most of these inputs are from small, explicit human computation tasks, such as clustering subsets of items [1, 10] , completing similarity comparisons between items [44] , or identifying attributes of items [9, 37, 38] .
One key disadvantage of human computation micro tasks is that they tend to be uninteresting and repetitive. The specific activities (tagging, judgements of relative similarity) take time, do not directly contribute to the ideation process, and are often perceived as tedious. Contributors to the online communities generally avoid doing tedious maintenance tasks (in this case providing information about ideas) to do more interesting tasks (generating ideas) [26] . One could argue that these activities could be performed by external crowds hired specifically for the purpose (which is what some existing systems do [44] ). However, even if cost was not an issue, this approach can be challenging for those creative tasks where specialized domain knowledge is required. Further, outsourcing is typically done in batches, but some of the key creativity-enhancing interventions of collaborative ideation systems (e.g., coordination via a solution space overview) require (near) real-time continuous updates to the model. In this work, we seek to increase the feasibility of human computation approaches by exploring ways to integrate the semantic organization tasks into participants' primary activities.
DESIGN GOALS
The end goal of this work is to improve large-scale collaboration with creativity-enhancing interventions, such as providing diverse inspirational examples, enabling exploration of similar ideas (for iteration), and providing a real-time "map" or overview of the solution space. As we have seen in the review of prior work, these interventions depend on having access to a semantic model that captures the structure of the solution space (e.g., how solutions relate to each other). However, none of the existing solutions for constructing such models are adequate: the completely automated approaches are unlikely to work well with short text snippets and sketches, while the crowd-powered solutions depend on large numbers of external workers completing many tedious/repetitive semantic judgment tasks.
Therefore, the technical focus of this work is to create an approach for semantic modeling of solution spaces that meets two main requirements:
1. Nearly Real-time. The approach should be able to provide a nearly real-time model of the solution space.
2. Self-sustainable. The approach should not depend primarily on external labor.
Our general approach is to combine methods from crowdsourcing and machine learning research. Specifically, similarly to [44] , we rely on a modest number of human judgements regarding relative similarities of pairs of ideas and we then use machine learning techniques to efficiently combine those human judgements into a consistent and comprehensive model of the emerging solution space. Unlike the prior work, however, we seek to engage the members of the creative community themselves in the process of constructing the semantic model instead of outsourcing the task to external crowds. In the following sections, we describe the rationale, design, technical details, and evaluation of our approach. We also demonstrate how this approach allowed us to build IDEAHOUND, an end-to-end self-sustainable system that enables three creativity interventions for enhancing collective ideation at scale.
STUDY 1: SEPARATE TASKS TO COLLECT SEMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS AMONG IDEAS
A straightforward approach to solicit the necessary human judgements of semantic relationships among ideas is to explicitly ask the members of the community to contribute these judgements. We tested this approach in a study conducted on the LABINTHEWILD.ORG platform [39] , which attracts intrinsically motivated, unpaid online participants who take part in studies in return for informative feedback on their performance. We recruited 2,061 participants to generate ideas for birthday messages for a 50-year-old female firefighter. The study had four parts: 1) participants generated as many ideas as they could in 4 minutes, 2) after they finished generating ideas, they were asked to provide a small set (5-10) of human judgments of semantic similarity between ideas (using the same mechanism as [44] ), 3) they were presented with a results page, and 4) they ranked ideas of others based on their quality. The last part of the experiment was optional and participants could skip this part at any time.
141 of the 2,061 participants who finished generating ideas in part 1 dropped out before completing the semantic judgments in part 2. Further, fewer than half of the participants (743 out of the remaining 1,920) finished the optional ranking task in part 3. Some participants noted in their post-study openended comments that the semantic judgement and ranking tasks were repetitive, unappealing and took too much time. One participant almost gave up on the semantic judgment task because it was "boring and cruel". This suggests that when given a choice to optionally complete these extra human judgment tasks, few participants on these platforms will choose to do so.
INTEGRATED CROWDSOURCING OF CREATIVE IDEAS AND SEMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS
Instead of asking users to provide insights into a solution space by doing tedious tasks that detract from generating ideas, we sought to design an interaction that seamlessly integrated subjective judgement tasks with idea generation. Figure 1 shows the main interface for the final prototype.
In designing this solution, we drew inspiration from several existing systems, which require diverse kinds of work to be accomplished, but whose users are intrinsically motivated to do only a subset of those tasks. For example, Duolingo integrated the potentially tedious secondary task of translating real world text with the intrinsically valuable primary activity of learning a new language. In the CROWDY system [52] , people who want to learn specific skills (e.g., web programming) improve video tutorials for future learners (the secondary task) as a byproduct of learning from those tutorials (the primary task). The users of the American Sign Language (ASL) flashcard quiz [5] improve the feature-based indexing of the signs for the new ASL dictionary (the secondary task) as a byproduct of practicing the signs (the primary task). In another system [24] , students generate formative feedback on each other's assignments (the secondary task) as a byproduct of studying for an exam (the primary task). While all of these prior systems leveraged the users' desire to learn, we believe the approach of integrating a valuable but potentially tedious secondary task into an intrinsically motivating task generalizes to other settings where users have different intrinsic motivations.
In the rest of this section, we describe the iterative development of our integrated crowdsourcing approach through a series of formative prototypes.
Initial Design: Continuous Spatial Arrangement
We based our design on the insight that people naturally spatially organize their inspirational material. The key feature of our design is a whiteboard space where users can arrange their own ideas or ideas of others. Because the spaces where users' own ideas and the inspirational examples first appear are very small, users naturally tend to drag ideas (their own and those of others) onto the canvas and organize them spatially. Because the whiteboard naturally affords continuous spatial arrangements (placing ideas close or far from each other), we initially built on the SpAM approach of collecting similarity information from people's spatial arrangements [15, 16] . From each spatial arrangement generated by a user, our system extracted similarity scores from relative distances between pairs of ideas. Then the system aggregated these implicit similarity judgements from users' whiteboards using multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm to generate an aggregate semantic model.
Our pilot study with this version of the prototype showed that people naturally organized ideas spatially without instructions to do so, but not in the way that the system was designed for: Instead of organizing ideas such that physical distances among them would represent the degree of dissimilarity, as SpAM assumes, people tended to aggregate ideas into discrete clusters. Open-ended comments from participants revealed that such discrete clustering (rather than continuous spatial arrangement) gave them a better sense of the emerging themes and provided a more readable "big picture" of the possible approaches to the creative challenge at hand.
Revised Design: Explicit Clustering
In our second design we made cluster-forming actions explicit. Whenever a user brings two ideas into close proximity, an outline is drawn around both ideas to indicate that they are now grouped into a cluster. Cluster management is fluid yet explicit: when a user brings an idea close to an existing cluster, the cluster automatically expands; when the user drags an idea away from a cluster, the idea is removed from the cluster.
According to feedback from our pilot studies, this approach was intuitive and matched users' expectations well. However, they reported that they sometimes forgot what concept they had intended to capture with each cluster. This was particularly frustrating to the users when ideation was performed over the course of several days: when they returned to the task after a day's break, they had a difficult time remembering the organizational structure they had been working to create.
Also, when we analyzed clusters created as part of several studies, it became clear that not all clusters were used to capture semantic similarity. Instead, some clusters were used to store "other" ideas or user's own ideas regardless of their semantics. This was problematic because it created a mismatch between the actual semantics of some of the clusters and the assumptions made by our algorithm.
Final Design: Explicit Clustering with Labels
To address these two issues, in our final prototype we introduced a clear affordance to add optional textual labels to clusters. This design turned out to be very effective. Not only did it help participants remember better what each cluster was intended to capture, it also substantially reduced the number of clusters that did not capture semantic similarity. Thus, this design choice simultaneously made the spatial organization capability more useful to the users and made the user-generated clusters a more valuable source of data for the machine learning algorithm. Computational model generation process. The system 1) aggregates grouping information from all users' whiteboard organization, 2) constructs a sparse similarity matrix from aggregated grouping, and 3) generates an "idea map" that puts similar ideas closer to each other and keeps dissimilar ideas far from each other according to similarity matrix in 2).
Computational Model
As illustrated in Figure 2 , to compute a global computational representation of how similar or different the collected ideas are from each other, our system initially constructs a similarity matrix from clusters across the users. Here, the similarity between two ideas is the empirical probability that the two ideas will be in the same cluster if they are both placed on the same whiteboard. This similarity matrix is sparse, however: not all pairs of ideas appear on the same whiteboards, so not all pairwise similarities are estimated. Therefore, the system computes an approximate idea similarity matrix (but one that estimates all pairwise similarities) using the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm [49] .
Following [44] , we refer to this embedding as an idea map. This embedding provides an approximate estimate of similarities among all pairs of ideas, for which at least some similarity data are available.
EVALUATION OF THE TECHNICAL APPROACH
The central goal of our approach is that the potentially tedious secondary task of organizing ideas be integrated seamlessly into the intrinsically motivating primary task of idea generation. We evaluated our approach in two ways. In Study 2, we evaluated the experience and creative output of the users who used the system with our integrated crowdsourcing approach, compared to users who used a conventional interface. In Study 3, we evaluated the accuracy of the semantic model created using our integrated approach by comparing it to a model generated using a previously-validated method [44] that relies on outsourced crowd workers.
Study 2: User Experience and Creative Output with the Integrated Crowdsourcing Approach
In this study, we compared the experience and creative output of the users who used the integrated crowdsourcing approach, to users who used a conventional interface. We hypothesized that there would be no difference in experience and creative output between those who ideated with the integrated crowdsourcing interface and those who used a conventional interface.
Design
We used a between-subjects design with one factor with two conditions:
• Integrated: Participants used the integrated crowdsourcing interface like the one shown in Figure 1 to generate ideas. They could request to see ideas of others by clicking on the "SEE IDEAS OF OTHERS" button (Box A of Figure 1 ). The system then presented a set of up to three ideas. From ideas for which the system had information, the system sampled the first and the second idea. The first idea was selected randomly and the second idea was the idea that was predicted to be the most different from the first idea; the third idea was sampled randomly from ideas for which the system had no information. If there were no more unseen ideas, the system asked the user to request ideas again later. Participants could organize their own ideas and ideas of others together on the whiteboard. Unlike the interface in Figure 1 , the participants could not request to see similar ideas to an idea or look at an idea map visualization.
• Single-task: Participants used a more conventional system without an integrated whiteboard ( Figure 3 ). They could request to see ideas of others by clicking on a "SEE IDEAS OF OTHERS" button (bottom right of Figure 3 ). The system then presented a set of three ideas sampled randomly. As with the other design, if there were no more unseen ideas, the system asked the user to request ideas again later.
Task
Participants, who were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), generated ideas in asynchronous groups of 6-12. Each group was prompted to generate ideas for one of two prompts: 1) features for the next version of a micro task market platform like MTurk (New features), and 2) new tasks that can be posted on a microtask market (New tasks). We designed these tasks such that our participants would have the relevant domain expertise and the motivation to generate novel and valuable ideas. We gave participants freedom to choose when to start their idea generation session so not all participants had to generate ideas at the same time. Participants could complete one, two or three idea generation sessions with a mandatory break of at least 15 minutes between sessions. We set up the task this way to simulate real collaborative asynchronous idea generation platforms where contributors may revisit the platform to contribute more ideas at different time. Early arrivers might have had a different experience from those who started later because they saw different compositions of ideas.
Procedure
Before starting the first idea generation session, participants answered a demographics survey. Then participants went over the tutorial of the system and completed a practice task. Following insights from prior UI evaluations on MTurk [25] , the practice task required participants to use each major feature of the system at least once before they could proceed to the main task. For each idea generation session, participants spent at least 12 minutes on generating ideas. At the end of the session, they answered survey questions about their experience in that session. They were required to wait at least 15 minutes before starting another session. If they chose to do the next session, the system would bring them back to the saved workspace where they ended the prior session.
Participants
We recruited 80 participants via MTurk to generate ideas. We limited recruitment to workers who had completed at least 1,000 HITs with approval rate greater than 95%. After seeing some participants' comments on grammatical errors of submitted ideas in the first two groups, we limited recruitment to U.S. residents (54 participants) for the rest of the experiment. Participants were paid $2.00, $3.50 or $5.00 depending on whether they completed one, two or three ideation sessions.
Out of 80 recruited participants, 55 participants finished at least one ideation session; 23 participants dropped out of the experiment during the tutorial session, and 2 participants started but did not finish the first session. We only included the participants who finished at least one session in our analysis. The participants were randomly assigned to six different groups as summarized in We compared the creative output of participants in the two conditions on the following measures.
• Number of submitted ideas per participant
• Diversity of submitted ideas: We used the same diversity measure as in [44] . Specifically, for each group, we randomly sampled 50 pairs of submitted ideas (300 pairs for 6 groups). We recruited 58 independent MTurk workers to rate similarity of pairs of ideas on a scale of 1 (not at all similar) to 7 (very similar). Each rater rated 25 pairs of ideas from the experiment. To ensure that the workers understood the task, they also rated 4 practice pairs that were rated as very similar or very different by one of the authors. Each pair of ideas was rated by 3-4 raters. We normalized (i.e., converted to z-scores) the ratings-including those of practice pairs-within each rater prior to aggregating the results. We flipped the sign of z-scored similarity ratings to derive diversity scores of a pair.
• Creativity of submitted ideas: We used the same creativity measure as in [44] . For each group, we randomly sampled 50 submitted ideas (300 ideas for 6 groups). We recruited 58 independent MTurk workers to rate ideas on two scales: novelty (1= not at all novel, 7 = very novel) and value (1 = not at all valuable, 7 = very valuable). Each rater rated 25 ideas. Each idea was rated by 4-5 raters. As before, we converted worker ratings into z-scores prior to analysis.
To compare user experience between the two systems, we collected participants' subjective responses (reported on a 7-point Likert scale) to questions that related to the following three aspects of their ideation experience:
• Perception of helpfulness of ideas of others as selected by the system (4 questions)
• Perception of helpfulness of the system (3 questions)
• Mental effort and task difficulty (2 questions)
We list the actual survey questions in Table 2 . Noting that most participants finished either just one or all three sessions, we report the survey results after the first and the third sessions.
We also asked the participants in the Integrated condition to answer a separate set of 7-point Likert-scale questions related to their experience of organizing ideas on the whiteboard; We used analysis of variance for analyses involving Number of submitted ideas, Diversity of submitted ideas and Creativity of submitted ideas. We used ordinal regression for all analyses involving Likert-scale responses. We also used ordinal regression to compare the number of sessions completed under the two conditions.
A lack of statistically significant result does not constitute valid evidence for the lack of actual difference. Because we wish to demonstrate a lack of substantial differences in the quality of the experience between Integrated and Single-task conditions, we also computed effect sizes (Cohen's d) for all subjective measures and some of the performance measures.
As is customary, we interpret effect sizes between 0.2 and 0.49 as small, between 0.5 and 0.79 as moderate, and those larger than 0.8 as large [12] . If our goal were to demonstrate the presence of statistically significant differences, we would have adjusted the p-values to account for the fact that we conducted multiple statistical comparisons based on data from a single experiment [42] . Given that our goal is the opposite, we report raw p-values throughout.
Results
No substantial difference in the number and diversity of examples seen. On average, the Single-task participants requested 33.8 ideas (SD=26.77), while the Integrated participants requested 21.6 ideas (SD=19.97). This difference is not significant (F (1, 53) = 3.4691, p = 0.0681). The average diversity scores of seen example sets were 0.074 (SD=0.46) in the Single-task conditions and -0.055 (SD=0.55) in the Integrated condition. This difference was small (d = 0.26) and not statistically significant F (1, 58) = 0.9586, p = 0.3316).
To derive the diversity score of examples we used a method analogous to the one used to compute the diversity of submitted ideas: We first randomly sampled 10 sets of seen examples from each group (60 sets for 6 groups). We recruited 30 independent MTurk workers to rate similarity of the 177 pairs of ideas on a scale of 1 (not at all similar) to 7 (very similar). Each rater rated up to 30 pairs of ideas. Each pair of ideas was rated by 5 raters. We normalized (i.e., converted to z-scores) the ratings within each rater prior to aggregating the results. We flipped the sign of z-scored similarity ratings to derive diversity scores of a pair. For each example set, we calculated the diversity score of an example set as the averaged pairwise diversity scores of ideas in that set.
No substantial difference in productivity. The average number of ideas submitted per session by a participant in the Single-task condition was 5.34, while the average number in the Integrated condition was 5.30. This difference was neither substantial (d = 0.013) nor significant (F (1, 53) = 0.0022, p = 0.9626).
No substantial difference in the diversity of submitted ideas. The average diversity score of submitted ideas in the Single-task condition was 0.132, while the average diversity score of submitted ideas in the Integrated condition was 0.105. This difference was neither substantial (d = 0.042) nor significant (F (1, 299) = 0.1311, p = 0.7176).
No substantial difference in the creativity of submitted ideas. The average novelty score of submitted ideas in the Single-task condition was 0.030, while the average novelty score of submitted ideas in the Integrated condition was -0.030. This difference was neither substantial (d = 0.099) nor significant (F (1, 299) = 0.7309, p = 0.3933).
The average value score of submitted ideas in the Single-task condition was 0.028, while the average value score of submitted ideas in the Integrated condition was -0.028. This difference was neither substantial (d = 0.096) nor significant (F (1, 299) = 0.6843, p = 0.4088).
Participants in both conditions perceived the systemselected ideas of others as similarly helpful. Questions Q1 to Q4 in Table 2 measured the participants' perception of the usefulness of the ideas of others selected by the system. We found no significant differences in perception of helpfulness of ideas of others between the Single-task and the Integrated condition and none of the effect sizes was larger than small. We reported the p-values and effects sizes in Table 2 .
Participants in both conditions perceived the system as similarly helpful. Question Q5 to Q7 in Table 2 measured the participants' perception of the usefulness of the ideation system. We found no significant difference in perception of helpfulness of system between the Single-task and the Integrated condition and none of the effect sizes was larger than small.
The whiteboard interface initially demands more mental effort. Question Q8 and Q9 in Table 2 measured the participants' perception of mental effort required to do the task and the difficulty of the task. We found no significant difference of task difficulty between the Single-task and the Integrated condition and none of the effect sizes was larger than small.
However, after completing the first session, participants in the Integrated condition reported significantly higher mental effort than in the Singled-task condition (p = 0.0452) and this difference was moderate in magnitude (d = 0.6058). However, this difference was no longer present after session 3, suggesting that the system became easier to use once participants gained some practice with it.
Organizing ideas on the whiteboard helps in generating ideas and does not get in the way. The level of organization varied across participants in the Integrated condition ( Figure 4 mented that she "did spend a bit of time organizing things instead of generating ideas. But it still helped in other ways"
The sparsity of similarity matrix (from direct human judgement) increases with the number of generated ideas. Participants in the Integrated condition organized both ideas of others (10.6 ideas on average) and their own (11.5 ideas on average). The proportion of idea pairs that actually received human judgements in the Integrated group varied from 0.28 (G5, 160 ideas) to 0.53 (G1, 58 ideas). The median of number of human judgements for each pair was 1 for all groups in the Integrated condition. The sparsity naturally increases with the number of ideas as the size of the similarity matrix grows quadratically with the number of ideas. As we will see in the next section, this sparsity does not significantly impact the quality of the resulting semantic model.
Study 3: Evaluating Model Quality Using Data from the
Integrated Crowdsourcing Approach
Study 2 demonstrated that the whiteboard organization successfully integrated the secondary task of semantic judgment into the primary task of idea generation in a seamless fashion. But are these semantic judgments sufficient for building an accurate semantic model? In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of the integrated semantic modeling approach by comparing an Integrated idea map ( Figure 5 ) generated by the system for one of the Integrated groups from Study 2, to one generated using a previously-validated method [44] that relies on outsourced crowd workers. We will refer to this comparison semantic model as the Outsourced idea map.
To generate the Outsourced idea map, we followed the procedure described in [44] . Specifically, for the 91 ideas generated by participants in the selected group, we posted 40 MTurk tasks for workers who had not done the idea generation task to collect 1,000 responses about similarity relationship between ideas. Each worker completed a series of triplet simi- Table 2 . Summary of subjective responses after session 1 and after session 3. ST stands for Single-task and INT stands for Integrated. Participants rated the INT condition as demanding significantly more mental effort than the ST condition. We used Cohen's d to capture effect size. larity comparison tasks: "is idea A more similar to idea B or C?" [48] . We used an active learning heuristic to sample the questions to ask to maximize expected information gain per question [48] . We then used t-Distributed Stochastic Triplet Embedding (t-STE) [50] to generate an Outsourced idea map from these responses. Although the Integrated and the Outsourced idea maps were generated from different forms of human input (spatial arrangements in the Integrated condition and triplet comparisons in the Outsourced condition), the algorithms used to aggregate the results (t-SNE [49] in the Integrated condition and t-STE [50] in the Outsourced condition) are both based on the same mathematical insights and should yield results with closely comparable characteristics. Thus, the key question at hand is whether collecting implicit semantic judgments from an integrated secondary task yields data of sufficient coverage and quality to build a semantic model that is at least as accurate as building a model from explicit semantic judgments collected from the external workers.
Measures and analysis
To compare the two idea maps, we measured each map against a standard baseline for comparison, which is a set of pairwise similarity ratings between ideas generated by independent human judges [13] . This similarity rating method yields accurate assessments of pairwise similarity among ideas and serves as an excellent gold standard. It is not a scalable mechanism for constructing semantic models in the first place, however, because the number of pairwise comparisons it requires grows quadratically with the number of ideas.
To obtain these independent similarity ratings, we posted 66 MTurk tasks to recruit workers (who have not previously participated in any of our other studies) to rate similarity of 550 pairs of ideas, randomly sampled across all participants, on a scale from 1 (not at all similar) to 7 (very similar). We provided a rubric with example pairs of ideas and their desired ratings. Each rater assessed 29 pairs of ideas, four of which were examples of pairs of ideas that we showed in the rubric (so that we could see if they paid attention to the instructions). Each pair of ideas was rated by at least three raters. We standardized (i.e., converted to z-scores) the ratings for each rater prior to aggregating the results. After excluding 2 workers whose answers to the rubric questions indicated that they were not paying close attention to the task, we were left with 1,725 similarity ratings.
We then computed the correlations between the human similarity ratings and the pairwise distances among ideas from each idea map. To test for potential statistical difference between the two correlations, we transformed the correlations into z-scores using Fisher's r-to-z transformation.
Results
We found a significant correlation (Spearman correlation, ρ = −0.4848, p < .0001) between distances from the Integrated idea map and the human similarity ratings, and a significant correlation (Spearman correlation, ρ = −0.3878, p < .0001) between distances from the Outsourced idea map and the human similarity ratings. Note that map distances capture differences among ideas while the participants were asked to assess similarity, so the negative correlation coefficient is the desirable outcome.
After transforming the correlations using Fisher's r-to-z transformation, we found the correlation between the Integrated idea map and human ratings to be significantly larger in magnitude than the correlation between the Outsourced idea map and human ratings (z = 1.99, p = 0.046). In other words, our proposed approach resulted in an idea map that better modeled the actual semantic relationships among the idea than the previous method [44] that relied on mass outsourced human computation tasks.
IDEAHOUND: CREATIVITY INTERVENTIONS ENABLED BY REAL-TIME SEMANTIC MODELING OF GENERATED
IDEAS
Equipped with the capability to derive a computational model of semantic distances among contributed ideas, we have built IDEAHOUND, a system for collaborative ideation at scale. IDEAHOUND serves as a step towards our end goal of improved large-scale collaborative ideation. IDEAHOUND includes three creativity interventions enabled by the availability of a semantic model of generated ideas. These interventions are illustrated in Figure 6 and described here:
Diverse Inspirational Examples
When a user requests to see ideas of others, the system consults the global idea map and selects a set of three ideas that the user has not seen before. The requested ideas appear in the Others' ideas pane in the workspace ( Figure 1B) . Two of these ideas are substantially different according to the idea map (i.e., the distance between the two ideas on the map has to be greater than a specified threshold). The third idea is selected randomly from a pool of ideas that has been placed on none or the whiteboards. This procedure balances the need to collect judgements on newly contributed ideas and the need to present the users with ideas that are known to be substantially different from each other.
Similar Ideas Lookup
A user can request ideas similar to a particular idea by clicking on a request for similar idea button for that idea (Figure 1E) . The system then consults the map to locate up to three ideas that are close to that idea (i.e., the distances between the ideas and the query idea do not exceed a specified threshold). The set of selected similar ideas will appear next to the query idea on the whiteboard (as in Figure 6b ).
Visualization of the Solution Space
IDEAHOUND provides users with a visualization of an idea map ( Figure 1F ). The visualization shows dots on the map, each dot representing an idea. Ideas that are rendered close to each other are judged to be similar to each other. The system clusters ideas and shows a short text for the ideas that are centers of clusters to give user a quick overview of the space without cluttering the display with too many labels. Users can infer how much each part of the solution space has been explored by looking at the number of ideas in that area. They can zoom in to get a closer look at a particular region or zoom out to see an overview. The ideas submitted by the user are rendered in a different color from ideas by others to help the user see their contributions in context and decide on which direction to pursue next.
STUDY 4: INITIAL EVALUATION OF IDEAHOUND
To gauge the effectiveness of introduced interventions (and by extension, the usefulness of the semantic model produced by our integrated crowdsourcing approach), we ran a preliminary qualitative study to investigate how people use IDEA-HOUND. This study is complementary to Study 3. While Study 3 verified the accuracy of the semantic model, Study 4 aims to provide a proof-of-concept demonstration that the semantic model generated with our approach can in fact support beneficial creativity interventions. The focus of this study is on users' experience and perception of the creativity interventions supported by the semantic model. Because we designed the study to simulate the early stages of an ideation process, we disabled looking up of similar ideas-an intervention that we hypothesized to be particularly useful in later stages of the ideation process. Thus, the focus of Study 4 is on the Diverse inspirational examples and Map visualization of ideas in a solution space interventions.
Participants
We recruited 7 participants (4 female) aged 18 to 32 through a call for participation sent to Harvard University students' mailing-lists. Participants were compensated $15 for taking part in the study.
Task
Participants generated ideas for April Fools pranks for their university. All participants worked as part of the same team. That is, they could see each others' ideas on IDEAHOUND.
Procedure
Each participant was given a link to access their workspace for the prank ideation task on IDEAHOUND. They then used IDEAHOUND to generate prank ideas in two 10-minute sessions at their own pace over the course of two days before the scheduled time for their individual in-person interviews. During the interview session, participants generated a few more ideas while thinking aloud for 5-10 minutes. They then filled out a short survey on their experience, and talked with the researcher about their experience and creative process. The entire interview session lasted about 30 minutes.
Results
Participants generated 115 ideas. On average, participants found the system somewhat helpful in helping them find inspirations from ideas of others (M=4.71, SD=1.74; 1 = not helpful and 7 = very helpful) and come up with ideas (M=4.57, SD=1.99; 1 = not helpful and 7 = very helpful).
Organizing ideas on the whiteboard
Six of the seven participants used the whiteboard to organize ideas. In the survey, five participants reported that they found the virtual whiteboard to be the most useful aspect of the system. Although the degrees of idea organization varied, participants who did not organize ideas as much reported that they would have organized ideas more if they had been more invested in the task and had had more time.
Participants reported organizing ideas on the whiteboard as a way to "construct [their] mind map" [P2] and establish landmarks to come back to later [P4]. Organizing ideas on whiteboard helped them see relationships between ideas (n=4), detect patterns of emerging ideas (n=4), and to kill time while thinking about new ideas (n=2). One participant [P1] reported that they did not use the whiteboard to organize ideas because looking at others' ideas or his old ideas distracted him.
Getting inspired by seeing diverse ideas sampled from the computational model
Most participants found seeing ideas of others helpful in their idea generation process. They reported building on the ideas of others and they liked to "look at others' ideas for inspiration" [P3]. P2 commented that seeing ideas of others was especially useful when he ran out of ideas. None of the participants found provided ideas of others repetitive.
However, not everyone found seeing other people's ideas helpful. One participant [P1] did not use the example request features because he likes to start generating ideas from a "blank slate" without external influences.
Reading the idea map visualization
Participants had mixed reactions to the idea map visualization. Participants used the idea map visualization to get a quick overview of ideas submitted by others (n=5), to explore many different alternatives proposed by others (n=2), and to kill time while thinking about new ideas (n=4). They also used the idea map visualization to detect patterns of the solution space [P1] and discover underexplored part of the solution space for both individual [P2, P4, P5]. P2 commented that he tried to "look for space where his ideas are not located". Similarly, P4 and P5 stated that they tend to look at the area of the map with few ideas.
However, participants also pointed out limitations of the current version of the idea map visualization. Participants sometimes had a hard time seeing the connections between ideas that were placed close to each other on the map and expressed interest in getting an explanation of the relationships between ideas. They also mentioned that it was tricky to select the ideas that were not centers of the clusters because the size of the dots and they wished the idea map visualization would allow them to open the detail windows for more than one idea at a time.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK Integrating Idea Generation and Organization Into a Single Activity
Results of Study 1 demonstrated that members of volunteer communities may not always be motivated to perform work that is necessary for the good of the community, but which is perceived as tedious and as detracting from the primary interest of the community. In our case, people who were intrinsically interested in contributing novel ideas were not motivated to evaluate ideas generated by others. We have thus created an alternative interface for idea generation, one that seamlessly integrated evaluation of ideas with the primary task of idea generation.
The results from Studies 2 and 3 show that our integrated approach can model semantic relationships between ideas more accurately than a previously validated crowdsourced approach [44] with minimal impact on users' ideation experience. Although participants initially reported exerting higher mental effort with the Integrated system than with the conventional Single-task system, as the participants acclimated to the novel interface over subsequent sessions, the difference in mental effort nearly disappeared. Additionally, participants in the Integrated condition did not think that organizing ideas detracted from their primary task of generating ideas. This is in contrast to the results from Study 1, which demonstrated that people were not willing to evaluate ideas of others if they perceived it as an additional task. Consistent with our initial formative studies, the results from Study 4 also suggested that organizing ideas on the whiteboard helped idea generation by encouraging the users to make sense of the solution space upfront. A longer study could help verify whether this is the case.
Meaningfulness of clusters
We expected the clusters that users generate to be meaningful because users organize ideas in IDEAHOUND only when it is helpful to them. However, during our formative studies, we observed that not all clusters were of equal quality. In some clusters, it was unclear why the ideas were grouped together. Introducing an affordance for adding explicit labels to clusters helped reduce this problem. Yet, a small fraction of clusters in Study 2 were not labeled. When a cluster was unlabeled, it was not always immediately clear how to derive meaning from it. Excluding all unlabeled clusters from the input to our model might improve the quality of the models by reducing noise, but it might also decrease the accuracy of the models by taking away data. Our initial experiments, in which we manually flagged and removed "noisy" clusters, did not substantially impact the quality of the resulting models. However, we plan to more systematically investigate mechanisms that can help identify and filter non-meaningful clusters to further improve the quality of the resulting idea map.
Scalability
While we only showed the viability our approach in small groups of 6-10 people, this approach should also be applicable for larger ideation groups. The amount of human input required by our approach to create a semantic model of the solution space grows linearly in the number of ideas (as explained in [44] ). In our method, because ideators are also organizers, the amount of input provided to organize ideas grows at the same rate as the number of ideas, so we expect no computational barriers for our system to scale. Two of our interventions (diverse inspirational examples and ability to lookup similar ideas) will not be affected negatively by the size of the community, but the idea map visualization will need to be revised so that it is still readable even if thousands of ideas are present.
Creativity Interventions
One might wonder why the Integrated intervention in Study 2 did not improve creative performance, as the results of prior work [44] would predict. A closer inspection of the example sets presented to the participants in the Integrated condition reveals that they were not significantly more diverse than those in the Single-task condition. The difference may be attributable to the way we sampled the pairs of "diverse" examples from an idea map: our algorithm first picked an idea at random from the idea map and then searched for another idea that the model predicted to be maximally dissimilar to the first. But because mundane ideas are, by definition, substantially more prevalent than unusual ones, the first randomly selected idea was almost always fairly mundane. Given that the third idea was chosen at random from among the most recently-generated ideas, this sampling approach resulted in sets of inspirational ideas that were not substantially different from those picked entirely at random. A better approach, will be to first randomly select distinct regions on the idea map (independently of the density of ideas in those regions, thus not privileging common ideas) and then sample an idea from each of these regions.
The most novel intervention we tested was the idea map visualization, which presented a succinct synthesis of the ideas explored by the community so far. Participants in Study 4 found this idea map visualization useful in providing an overview of the solution space. Some participants [P4, P5] used the visualization to identify underexplored parts of the solution space and to decide how best to contribute to the group effort. Thus, an idea map visualization can act as a guide to coordinate group ideation effort by directing people to explore different parts of the map to avoid redundant work.
The results of Study 4 also suggest ways to improve the interface of the idea map visualization. Specifically, participants sometimes did not understand why certain ideas appeared close to each other on the idea map visualization and would have liked to see explanations of the semantic relationships implied by the visualization. This finding is likely explained by the fact that different people appeared to construct different mental models of the emerging solution space. In Studies 2 and 4 we repeatedly observed that different participants grouped the same ideas differently. This observation is consistent with prior findings [1] . While this still allowed the algorithm to create a computational model that captured meaningful semantic relationships among ideas, it suggests that a grouping that is intuitive to one participant may be surprising to another. In the future, we will leverage the labels participants attach to the clusters they create. As these labels explicitly reveal shared semantics among a group of ideas, they may be the right vocabulary with which to communicate the rationale behind different clusters on the idea map visualization.
CONCLUSION
Prior work on creative cognition and creativity support tools demonstrated that having a computational semantic model of a solution space can enable a number of interventions that demonstrably improve the number, quality and diversity of ideas people generate. In large-scale online innovation platforms, where people contribute ideas in the form of short text snippets or sketches, no prior feasible mechanism existed for creating such computational models. We contribute such a mechanism: it combines human judgements with machine learning to estimate similarity among all ideas contributed by a community. Because people were not willing to contribute subjective judgements of idea similarity when they perceived this to be a separate task unrelated to the primary activity of idea generation, we developed a novel system, called IDEA-HOUND, which seamlessly integrates the secondary task of providing feedback on semantic relationships among ideas into the primary task of idea generation.
The results of our studies demonstrate the viability of our approach. We found that people were as willing to use IDEA-HOUND to simultaneously generate and organize ideas as they were a conventional design that did not require organizing ideas. Furthermore, the subjective judgements implicitly collected through IDEAHOUND resulted in a more accurate computational model of semantic relationships among ideas than an existing approach [44] , which relied on outsourcing the task to an external crowd.
We also show how this computational model can support creative interventions that users find useful, specifically, providing diverse inspirational examples, and providing an overview of the solution space in the form of an idea map visualization.
In future work, we plan to explore different interactions that extract other useful information that helps the ideation process-such as idea quality and semantic attributes-and other creative interventions that improve users' experience and creative output such as coordinating group effort. We also intend to explore in more depth how access to a shared representation of the emerging solution space can impact coordination of collaborative ideation. We envision an intelligent self-sustainable ideation platform that integrates these techniques in all parts of the innovation pipeline, from problem structuring, to ideation, to feedback, selection and prototyping. Such a framework can enhance creative experience for users at both individual and community level.
